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Hierarchical evolution of MBHs



✔ mergers can spin BHs either up or 
down depending on orbital 
configuration

✔ angular momentum is transferred 
from disk to hole, spin up or down 
depends on disk/hole mass ratio and 
alignment 

The second hair: spins
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MV, Haardt & Madau 2003 

What is the dominant channel?
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Numerical relativity can now predict the final spin from generic 
mergers. Use fit to numerical simulations for remnant’s spin 
(Rezzolla et al. 2007)

Spins from generic black-hole mergers
Berti & Volonteri 2008

Two possible scenarios:
(a) Isotropic mergers: random inclination of spins w.r.t. orbital 
plane

(b) Aligned mergers : spins parallel to orbital angular 
momentum (Bogdanovic et al. 2007)



For q = M2/M1 > 0.1, typical mergers yield |spin| ∼ 0.7
For mergers to produce holes with |spin| > 0.9, alignment must be 
efficient
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Mergers alone

 typically produce spins ∼ 0.7, unless alignment is efficient
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Spin evolution is dominated by accretion too 
(Volonteri, Madau, Quataert & Rees 2005) 

Let’s grant accretion its rights...

Soltan’s argument: MBH mass evolution dominated 
by accretion  (Yu & Tremaine 2002,Elvis et al 2002,Merloni et al 2004,etc) 



Coherent: accreted 
material has 
~ constant direction 
of angular 
momentum vector

Chaotic: accretion of 
droplets of material 
with random 
direction of the 
angular momentum 
vector

(King & Pringle 2006) 



Spin distribution in quasars

Assume only 
coherent or only 
chaotic during the 
(galaxy merger 
driven) 
quasar phase 

Mergers only
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MBHs in merger remnants
Dotti et al. 2009 

Adiabatic evolution: 

‘COLD’ disk: γ=7/5
‘HOT’ disk: γ=5/3

 Accretion:
 - accrete only bound particles, within  

Bondi radius
 - need to resolve the Bondi radius of the
         MBHs



MBH mass accretion

Accretion depends 
on the 
orbital evolution

Accretion depends 
on the 
thermodynamical 
properties of the gas



Spin evolution
                          accretion rate
Simulations   
                      ang. mom. accreting flow

Dotti,MV et al. 2009 

Perego,.., MV 2009 

Bardeen-Petterson 
effect →BH- SS disc alignment

{



Spin evolution: aligned MBH mergers

a
ϑ

Secondary BH

Primary BH

CRE=cold disc,retrograde orbit
HPE=hot disc, prograde orbit   

Gas rich mergers : spins align to orbital angular momentum 



Spin evolution: semi-coherent accretion
cold dischot disc

spins tend toward intermediate-large values



What happens 
next?

Spin evolution in gas-rich mergers

✔ MBH mergers : spins align to orbital angular 
momentum

✔ MBH accretion: spins tend to intermediate-large 
values 

✔Spin evolution at low redshift 



✔ Extreme Doppler shifts and 
gravitational redshifts shape 
Kα iron line profile

✔ X-ray spectroscopy to 
measure MBH spins in nearby 
Seyferts (XMM – Suzaku) and 
possibly up to high redshift 
(IXO)



Galaxy morphology dependence?
MV, Sikora & Lasota 2007 

Elliptical galaxies:
- gas poor, passive evolution: little or no spin evolution 

 retain the (intermediate-large) spin gained at the last 
quasar episode or at the last MBH-MBH merger (>0.6)
further MBH-MBH mergers do not necessarily align

Disk galaxies: 
- gas rich, active star formation: tidal disruption of stars or 
molecular clouds in galaxy centers can feed MBHs episodically

episodic, short, uncorrelated accretion events 
decrease spin at later cosmic times



AGN in low-z (disk) galaxies
MV, Sikora & Lasota 2007 

molecular clouds:
lognormal distribution for the 
mass function (Perets et al. 2006)

log(MMC/M⊙) = 4;σ=0.75

On average, spins 
tend to decrease after 

the quasar epoch



➡  MBH mergers do not produce maximally spinning 
holes unless alignment is efficient

➡  merger-driven accretion in quasars: favours 
alignment and semi-coherence; spin-up?

➡  after quasar phase: episodic accretion of clouds/
disrupted stars; spin-down in gas-rich galaxies?

Summary




